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LET'S GET STARTED WITH THEORY 
OF GOOGLE DORKING

❑What is a Dorking ? Why do we use a dork ?

➢Dorking is the art of understanding and utilizing a search engine to 
emit the desired results. If I wanted to find a file on anonfile; I can go on 
Google and use this search query, inurl:anonfile.com + Target File



❑Why do we use a dork ?

➢We use dorking to find implest form, finding basic, 
unprotected sites, compromising its security measures or 
lack of; exporting information of which is desired and then 
use them for other purposes.



❑ Decoding URL (Unfiform Resource Locator)



❑ Syntax of google dorking

➢ The most important thing to keep universal in the creation 
of ALL DORKS, is the concept of syntax. If I spoke English 
with a Chinese sentence structure, it wouldn’t make any 
sense. It’s the exact same to Google or Bing. If you don’t 
speak their language, they won’t understand you.



General syntax rules

Gaming shop.com

Gaming shop .com



Syntax Rules

1. Page Extension CANNOT go AFTER Parameter

Wrong - id=25/.php

Right - .php?id=25

2. Page Extension CANNOT go BEFORE Domain Extension

Wrong - index .php bing.com

Right – bing.com/index.php

3. Parameter CANNOT go BEFORE Page Extension

Wrong - Id=25/index.php

Right – index.php?id=25

▪



Syntax Rules

4. Parameter CANNOT go BEFORE Directories

Wrong - Id=25 /apps/index.html

Right - /apps/index.html?id=25

5. Parameter CANNOT go BEFORE Domain Extension

Wrong - Id=25 bing.com

Right – bing.com?id=25



Extended Search Operators Syntax –1 :

Operator Function Examlples

. wildcard for a single character fire.fox will return documents containing the phrases
fire fox, fireAfox, fire1fox, fire-fox etc.

+ Connect Queries Usage: Gaming + Shop

& AND Gaming & Shop

| OR "fire fox" | firefox will return documents containing the
phrase fire fox or the word firefox



Extended Search Operators Syntax – 2 :

Operator Function Examlples

~ Synonym E.g: ~happy
Results:
Happy, joyful, ecstatic. Same theory with 
keywords

" " String together input. "fire fox" will return documents containing the 
phrase fire fox

( ) String data together Usage: (Gaming Health)

- specifies that a phrase must not oc-
cur in results

-fire will return documents that don't contain 
the word fire



Extended Search Operators Syntax – 3 :
Operator Function Examlples

* wildcard for a single word fire * fox will return documents containing the 
phrases fire the fox, fire in fox, fire or fox etc.

[x-x]
Or
[xxx]

String together input. Usage: [0-11]
[A-Z]
[12345]
How Google See’s It”
[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11]
[a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,etc]
[1,2,3,4,5]



Extended Search Operators
Operator Function Examlples

Site: restricts results to sites within the
specified domain

site:google.com fox will find all sites containing 
the word fox, located within the *.google.com 
domain

Intitle: restricts results to documents whose
title contains the specified phrase

intitle:fox fire will find all sites with the word fox 
in the title and fire in the text

Allintitle: restricts results to documents
whose title contains all the specified
phrases

allintitle:fox fire will find all sites with the words 
fox and fire in the title, so it's equivalent to 
intitle:fox and intitle:fire

Intext: Find text on pages Usage:
intext:Good morning ladies and gentlemen
Result:
will get sites with most those words in a phrase

Allintext: Finds all text on page Usage:
intext:Good morning ladies and gentlemen

Result:exact copy of text



Extended Search Operators
Operator Function Examlples

inurl : restricts results to sites whose URL
contains the specified phrase

inurl:fox fire will find all sites containing the 
word fire
in the text and fox in the URL

Allinurl: restricts results to sites whose URL
contains all the specified phrases

allinurl:fox fire will find all sites with the words 
fox and fire in the URL, so it's equivalent to 
inurl:fox inurl:fire

cache: Cached version of site on
google

cache:site.com

Filetype:, ext: restricts results to documents of the
specified type

filetype:pdf fire will return PDFs containing the 
word fire, while filetype:xls fox will return Excel 
spreadsheets with the word fox

Numrange: restricts results to documents con-
taining a number from the specified
range

numrange:1-100 fire will return sites containing 
a number from 1 to 100 and the word fire. The 
same result can be achieved with 1..100 fire
Result:exact copy of text



Extended Search Operators

Operator Function Examlples

Link: Restricts results to sites containing
links to the specified location

link:www.google.com will return 
documents containing one or more links 
to www.google.com

Inanchor: Find pages that are being linked to with 
specific anchor text. For this example, any 
results with inbound links containing either 
“apple” or “iphone” in the anchor text will 
be returned.

inanchor:apple iphone

Allinanchor: Similar to “inanchor,” but only results 
containing all of the specified words in the 
inbound anchor text will be returned.

allinanchor:apple iphone



Extended Search Operators

Operator Function Examlples

Info: Show Google’s Summary Information about 
a particular thing

info: linux

Related: The related operator displays sites that 
Google has determined are related to a site,

related:linux

Group: This operator allows you to search the title 
of Google Groups posts for search terms

group:*.forsale



Advance Dorking

Advanced Dorking is including Search Operators into 
your Dorks. This is pretty straightforward. The way 
we do this is simply by using our big brains to link 

phrases we wantto connect. If we want certain 
keywords to combine, we will use Search Operators 
todo that.If we want to prioritize a certain keyword, 

we can do that. This is about makingyour Dorksas
optimized as they can get.



EXPLOITATION USING GOOGLE 
DORKING



Google queries for locating 
various Web servers



Queries for discovering standard post-
installation Web server pages



Querying for application-generated 
system reports



Google queries for locating passwords - 1



Google queries for locating passwords - 2



Error message queries



Searching for personal data and 
confidential documents



Queries for locating network devices



Getting bored of theory let's go to the practical 
section.Get set started for real hacking.
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